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In this issue: 
•! Acceptance 

•! NIM power supply issue 
•! Vertex cuts 
•! Charge determination 

•! Track position error  
•! MWDC-shower distance 
•! Cuts 
•! Shape 

•! Optics: Momentum Spectra at Production Energies 
•! PID in the shower 
•! Beam trips in BigBite 



!! On February 15, 2009, Brad and Jin identified 
a problem with a NIM bin 
!! “One of the NIM bins, fully installed with BB shower 

summing modules, is overloaded on its +-12V 
power supply. This would reduce the shower signal 
gain by ~1 order of magnitude to both Trigger and 
DAQ, as well as introduce distortion.” 

!! Fixed by transferring summing modules to 
second NIM bin 

!! Did this fix improve the BigBite acceptance 
for the triggers it affected? 



!! Compare Run 1447 (pre) with Run 1449 (post) 

T2: Shower + Cerenkov 

T6: High Shower Threshold 

Before 

Before 

After 

After 

!! Run 1449 has many 
more events 



!! We’ve been requiring |zv|<0.2 m for our optics 
calibrations at one-pass 

!! At five-pass, what does zv look like? 

!! To cut out 
the windows, 
the cut must 
be tighter:    

|zv|<0.17 m   

Run 1449 



!! How does the vertex cut affect the acceptance? 

Run 1449 

No vertex cuts |zv|<0.17 m  |zv|<0.2 m  



!! Charge separation (+1 vs. -1) is done in Xin’s 
optics code 

!! Originally tuned for 1- and 2-pass data 

!! How well does it work at production energies? 

Run 1449 



!! Positive and negative particles illuminate 
different portions of the acceptance 

Run 1449 

Charge = -1 Charge = +1 



!! A good track should line up with a shower 
cluster that has recorded a hit 

!! We can cut on this alignment to improve track 
quality  

! 
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!! The shower software measures xsh, ysh 

!! xtr, x’tr, ytr, y’tr are measured at the first wire 
chamber 

!! We need to know the transverse distance d 

                      between the two 



!! The value of d=1.2m from Transversity is not 
quite right 

!! Position error should not be correlated with x’ 

Run 1449 



!! We can extract the correct distance from the 
data; the right d will remove the correlation 

!! The two particle charges come from different 
ends of the acceptance in x’tr 

!! Plot !x for 
both charges 

!! The peaks 
line up for 
d=1.28 m 

Run 1449 



!! Taking the distance as 1.28 m removes the 
correlation of !x with x’tr 

d=1.2m d=1.2m 

d=1.28m d=1.28m 

Run 1449 

Vertical Horizontal 



!! Position error plots have non-zero background 

!! Background is higher for multiple-track events 



!! A 3" cut looks like this: 

!! Cutting on one direction 
improves the background 
in the other 



!! Shower positions xsh, ysh are discretized 
!! (xsh,ysh) = center of block at center of cluster 

!! Shape of position error changes from 1-pass 
to 5-pass 



Change in target NIM power supply fix 



!! The momentum spectra in production runs 
show something very wrong 

Run 1449 Run 1972 



!! I plotted intermediate stages of the 
momentum calculation for Run 1449 



!! The relevant code: 

radius = -1.*(sqrt((bend_y[2]-bend_y[1])*(bend_y[2]-bend_y[1]) + (bend_z[2]-

!bend_z[1])*(bend_z[2]-bend_z[1])) + sqrt((bend_y[2]-bend_y[5])*(bend_y[2]-

!bend_y[5]) + (bend_z[2]-bend_z[5])* (bend_z[2]-bend_z[5])))  /2./
!tan(bend_theta/2.) *sqrt(sieveyp*sieveyp + sievexp*sievexp + 1)/

!sqrt(sieveyp*sieveyp + 1);      !

radius = radius/(4.457180+7.618057e-01*bend_y[3]+1.619582e+00*bend_y[3]*bend_y[3]);      !

Double_t mom_corr[5];      !

mom_corr[0] = momcorr1_p(bend_x[3],bend_y[3],&xp4[0][0],&yp4[0][0],&corrp4_1[0][0]);      !
mom_corr[1] = momcorr1_p(bend_x[3],bend_y[3],&xp4[0][0],&yp4[0][0],&corrp4_2[0][0]);      !

radius = radius + mom_corr[0] + mom_corr[1] * tr_x-0.001;      !

if (radius<0.75){  !

!radius = radius -0.025*(radius-0.75)/(0.65-0.75);}      !

tg_dir *= sieve_rot;      !
theta_elastic = acos(tg_dir * beamDir /tg_dir.Mag()/beamDir.Mag());!

eloss = (exp(-0.0566922*sin(16./180.*3.1415926)/sin(theta_elastic) -0.0001496 - 

!0.0016839/0.5123*(PathLen-0.8)));      !

eloss = 1. - (1-eloss)* 3.2/6.5;      !

radius = radius/eloss;      !
P.SetXYZ(radius*tg_dir.X()/tg_dir.Mag(),radius*tg_dir.Y()/tg_dir.Mag(), 

!radius*tg_dir.Z()/tg_dir.Mag());!

(Radius = momentum) 





radius = (sqrt((bend_y[2]-bend_y[1])*(bend_y[2]-bend_y[1]) + (bend_z[2]-bend_z[1])* 

!(bend_z[2]-bend_z[1]))    + sqrt((bend_y[2]-bend_y[5])*(bend_y[2]-bend_y[5]) + 

!(bend_z[2]-bend_z[5])*(bend_z[2]-bend_z[5])))  /2./tan(bend_theta/2.)* 

!sqrt(sieveyp*sieveyp + sievexp*sievexp + 1)/sqrt(sieveyp*sieveyp + 1);!

radius *= 0.222506 -0.03816242*bend_y[3]-0.0278703*bend_y[3]*bend_y[3];      !

mom_corr[0] = momcorr1(bend_x[3],bend_y[3],&mom_x[0][0],&mom_y[0][0],&mom_corr1[0][0]);      !

mom_corr[1] = momcorr1(bend_x[3],bend_y[3],&mom_x[0][0],&mom_y[0][0],&mom_corr2[0][0]);      !

mom_corr[2] = momcorr1(bend_x[3],bend_y[3],&mom_x[0][0],&mom_y[0][0],&mom_corr3[0][0]);      !

mom_corr[3] = momcorr1(bend_x[3],bend_y[3],&mom1_x[0][0],&mom1_y[0][0], !

!&mom1_corr1[0][0]);!

mom_corr[4] = momcorr1(bend_x[3],bend_y[3],&mom1_x[0][0],&mom1_y[0][0],!

!&mom1_corr2[0][0]);!

radius = mom_corr[0]*radius + mom_corr[1] + mom_corr[2] * tr_x + mom_corr[3]/bend_theta 

!+ mom_corr[4];      !

tg_dir *= sieve_rot;      !

theta_elastic = acos(tg_dir * beamDir /tg_dir.Mag()/beamDir.Mag());      !

if(radius < 0.90){  !

!radius = radius - 2.1481e-2*(0.90-radius)/(0.90-0.7549);      }      !

eloss = (exp(-0.0566922*sin(16./180.*3.1415926)/sin(theta_elastic) -0.0001496 - 

!0.0016839/0.5123*(PathLen-0.8)));      !

radius =radius/eloss;      !

radius = radius * (1.+ (0.85+0.75)/2.*0.00263*(1.-3.2/6.5));      !

eloss = 1. - (1. - eloss)*3.2/6.5;      !

P.SetXYZ(radius*tg_dir.X()/tg_dir.Mag(),radius*tg_dir.Y()/tg_dir.Mag(), ! ! !

! !radius*tg_dir.Z()/tg_dir.Mag());!



!! We plot total energy vs preshower energy 
(approximate) according to trigger, charge 

One-pass 
3He Target 



!! T1 data for two five-pass production runs 



!! T2 data for three five-pass production runs 



!! T6 data for three five-pass production runs 



!! I modified Dave’s BeamTrip class to make a 
BeamTripBB class for BigBite 

!! Problem: beam-current measurements in BigBite 
are noisier than those in LHRS  

BigBite LHRS 



!! Why less noise in LHRS? 

!! BB is reading scalers at ~10x the LHRS rate 

!! Slower readouts effectively average out noise 



!! If we loosen cuts enough not to be affected by 
noise, we include too much of each beam trip 

!! Solution: in software, slow down the readout 
rate by averaging over 50 consecutive readouts 
!! If the average falls outside our cut region, exclude the 

entire group 

!! Other details of algorithm unchanged 

!! We generate a database of clock values defining cuts 

!! Dave’s code can read a BeamTripBB database 



!! Sample output 
from BeamTripBB 

!! Beam trips are 
well-defined 
(readout rates are 
slower) 

!! 50-readout group 
is still fairly fine 
!! 1.25 sec at average 

readout rate of 40 
Hz 

Run 2145 



Run 2149 Run 2150 

Good handling of 
frequent beam trips 

Occasional false positives 



!! Compare measurements of average beam 
current, total charge to Dave’s results from 
contemporaneous LHRS runs. Excluding 2146… 

Run Beam Current (µA) Beam Charge (C) 

2145 15.1088 0.0452 

2146 15.1288 0.0037 

2147 15.1400 0.0449 

2148 15.1104 0.0447 

2149 15.1090 0.0452 

2150 15.1404 0.0450 

2151 15.1484 0.0118 

2210 15.1498 0.0625 

2211 15.1176 0.0624 

2212 15.1625 0.0102 

<I> = 15.13 µA (no b.t.) 

#Q=0.3719 C (inc. b.t.) 

BigBite Values 

LHRS Values 

<I> = 15.15 µA (no b.t.) 

#Q=0.3728 C (inc. b.t.) 

Discrepancy 

(<I>LHRS-<I>BB)/<I>LHRS = 0.13%  

(#QLHRS-#QBB)/#QLHRS = 0.24%  



!! Acceptance 
!! The replacement of a faulty NIM bin on February 15 

improved BigBite acceptance 

!! Vertex cuts should tighten to |zv|<0.17 m 

!! BigBite charge separation works at 5-pass 

!! Track Position Error  
!! MWDC1-shower distance is 1.28 m  

!! There is background to be removed (3" cut?) 

!! Shape is not well understood 

!! Optics: Low-p corrections introduce discontinuity 

!! PID in the Shower: Why do the shapes change? 

!! Beam Trips: We can now strip them from BB data 



!! BB optics 
!! Confirm source of p’-discontinuity for positive data 

!! Can we just remove low-p corrections? 

!! Angle calibration 

!! Production runs 
!! Further exploration of cuts 

!!
3He Singles (One-Pass) 
!! There are plenty of events for trying to measure a 

double-spin asymmetry 

!! Energy loss, Compton 


